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Come and go with Olivia!  In this enchanting board book, toddlers will join everyone's favorite piglet

as they learn about opposites.
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Olivia knows all about opposites. Sometimes this porcine heroine of Ian Falconer's Caldecott Honor

Book, Olivia, is "plain," attired only in red briefs. Other times she is "fancy," with high-heeled

dress-up shoes, lipstick, pearls, and a big red bow. Sometimes&#x97;-when Olivia is running the

circus, for example (Olivia Saves the Circus)--she is very "loud" with a lion, which renders the lion

rather "quiet." Whether meeting this energetic and incorrigible piglet for the first or the 100th time,

readers of all ages will be happy to watch Olivia do pretty much anything, even something as simple

as counting (Olivia Counts) or teaching about opposites. This sturdy little board book, with lots of

white space and black-and-white illustrations, splashed with occasional red, is a perfect introduction

to the concepts of opposites, from "up" and "down" to the "open" and "closed" mouth of our

yawning, pajama'd pig at the conclusion. (Baby to preschool) --Emilie Coulter

Children's NOTES Learn with Olivia What better way for toddlers to learn the basics than with two

board books starring Ian Falconer's Olivia? Youngsters start with one ball at the beach (in the



signature red-and-white stripes) and finish with ten Olivias jumping rope, doing handstands and

sprawling on a beach towel in Olivia Counts. A red numeral accompanies each scene. In Olivia's

Opposites she demonstrates word pairs with comic flair (for instance, she models a scarlet evening

gown for long and a red tutu for short). Both feature b&w and red illustrations from Falconer's

Caldecott Honor book, Olivia, and its companion, Olivia Saves the Circus. (June) Copyright 2002

Reed Business Information, Inc.

The book arrived in perfect condition. My only issue is that this book does not have a story line, it

basically picture from the other Olivia books set up as opposites. It seems like a lazy book

My granddaughter loves her necklace. She is twelve years old and wants to wear it all the time.

My 3 year old grandchild loves this as the pictures come from other Olivia books and she likes to

identify their origin as we read. She also is beginning to read and likes the simple format with words

she can read from memory. Certainly not a good book for older kids as there is no story line- as with

most of these types of books.

Loved listening to my son read this to his 8 month old daughter, Olivia. His version had a few

additions "Olivia's dress is LONG; Olivia's dress is SHORT -- but not TOO short!"

Our 3 year old loves this

superb quality. Very very nice. I am ordering another!

My kids have outgrown olivia (theoretically) but when you go back and revisit the stories you get so

much more involved with the art and it's amazing. It's a whole new experience for kids.

Gift for my grandbaby. She responds to the Olivia books at 7 mos and parents love reading them to

her.
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